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Waiting for...

Marshmellows and shadows.  Let me explain.

“Now Jonah had left the city and found a place east of the city. He made a booth there

and sat under it in the shade, until he should see what happened to the city.”1  

In the shadows of his sukkah Jonah sat waiting and waiting for...something.

We all know what happened.  God made a gourd plant grow to shade him even more

from the blazing sun.  Jonah appreciated the cool shadow while he waited.2  And then God made

a worm to eat the plant and Jonah, burning in the glare, pleaded for death, saying, “I would

rather die than live.”3  Jonah would rather die than continue waiting for the lie he knew was

coming.  A lie?  What was the lie that he foresaw?  The lie of his own prophecy.  Remember,

Jonah plodded through Nineveh crying, “Forty days more, and Nineveh shall be overthrown!”4 -

a prophecy inspired by God’s displeasure of the city’s waywardness.  As soon as the city’s king

heard this, he everyone to sit in dust and ashcloth and repent.  God saw their effort and

renounced the planned punishment.  Disappointed, Jonah sighed, saying, 
 oU ºj �r �u iUB́ �jk��t Æv�T �t h³�F h �T �g À�s�h h́ �FÆo�h �̧P �t Q  r³ t:v��g �r �vk �g o�j�b �u s  x º jc �r �u 

“I know that you are a compassionate and gracious God, slow to anger, abounding in kindness,

renouncing punishment.”5

The lie that was coming to fruition was his own.  He forecast to Nineveh their own

demise, but because it was God - the compassionate and slow to anger God - who was to fulfill

his declaration of doom, his prophecy would not come to be.  God approved of the teshuvah

offered by Nineveh and spared the city.  And so Jonah sat, sweating it out in the failing shadows,

waiting against his wishes for his prophesied lie to settle like dust and ashes.  He would rather

die.

I sympathize with Jonah.  It is excruciating to wait, especially if I had to wait for

something that would show me to be a liar. It’s hard to wait for bad and painful things.6  Of

course, not all painful things are bad.  Think about watching that needle of vaccination

approaching your arm and anticipating the sharp prick when it punctures your skin.  We need

that medicine, making the expected pain worth it.  

1. Jonah 4:5.  �C Æ�vh  ̧T �j �T c  J³�H�u v À�F )x o ¹�J Iķ ÁG �g�H�uk º�M
2. Jonah 4:6.   ,I¬h �v��k vÀ�bIh�k k´�g �n | k�ǵ�H �u iIºh �eh ��e oh �v«k6Âtv��u«v�h i´�n�h �uÆk�m I ºJt«rk �g    This gourd may be likened to the plant under

which Elijah cried for death but instead received angelic revelation and sustenance (I Kings 19:4ff).  Further

connections between Elijah and Jonah: Jonah is considered the widow’s child whom Elijah saved (cf., I Kings

17:8-24; Yalkut Shimoni, Yona, 550, “vhv vbnkt ,hprm ic h,nt ic vbuh rzghkt hcr hb,u”; Derashot R. Yehoshua ibn

Shu’eib (Spain, c1280-1340), Yom Kippurim (commenting on Jonah 1:3), “ic tuv vz vbuh hf arsncu 'jurck vbuh oehu
/uvhkt vhjva ,hprmv”; Midrash Tehillim, 26.7, “ h,nt ic vbuh tuv 'vbnktv ,prm ic kct”; YT Sukkah 5.5/55a, “hcr 
 ktg iushmk rat v,prm lk oue ch,fu iushm hcauh ,tu ufg hcauh ,t ahruv tk rat ch,fs vhv ratn h,hnt ic vbuh arsu huk”).

3. Jonah 4:8.  Elijah also says something akin to this at I Kings 19:4.

4. Jonah 3:4.

5. Jonah 4: 2.

6. Conversely, bad things lie in wait for us.  See Genesis 4:7 where - .·�c«r ,t �́Y �j j �, P�k -  “sin crouches at the door.”
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It’s also hard to wait for good things.  Imagine you’re a four year old child.  I put in front

of you a plate with one marshmellow and show you another plate with two marshmellows.  I

inform you that I will leave the room for a few moments.  If you wait until I come back, I will

give you the plate with the two marshmellows.  If, however, you feel that you cannot wait until

my return, ring a bell and I’ll come back in and give you the plate with only the one

marshmellow.  So there you sit, staring at the marshmellows, salivating up a storm, because you

are thinking about how smooshy, sweet and satisfying they are.  And the marshmellows, they

stare right back at you, begging to be eaten, and eaten now!  What do you do?  

It was proven by such an experiment that those children who could wait and resist

temptation had dramatically better test scores in school and could control themselves when

things didn’t go their way, than those children who were impatient and wanted the marshmellow

NOW!7   Obviously we need not deprive our children of all sweets all the time, but rather

encourage them to be judicious about partaking of the sweets that incessantly surround them.

For deferring gratification may lead to greater gustatorial satisfaction as well as intellectual

powers to boot!

Through waiting, we live.

But all waiting is not the same.  There are different kinds of waiting.

There is the kind of waiting that God does.  Take a look at the first text on your handout.

God waited - o�h �P �t Q  r  t - ten generations between Adam and Noah before getting so frustrated

with humankind’s increasing immoral rowdiness that prompted God to cleanse them from earth.

And God waited - o�h �P �t Q  r  t - ten generations after Noah until Abraham came along to deserve -

r�f �G k�C �e - receiving the reward of a personal divine covenant of which we are the beneficiaries.8

And we saw last night that God waits a long time between creating a covenant with Israel and

fulfilling it.9

Since God is - o�h �P �t Q  r  t - patient, and if we take seriously the assertion that we humans

are created - ohvukt okmc - in God’s image, then it stands to reason that we are - o�h �P �t Q  r  t -

patient also.  Or at least, we have the capacity to be patient.

What does it mean for humans to be patient?  What does it take to wait?

According to R. Chama bar Chanina in your second text, waiting takes perseverance.  He

says that people who see that their prayers are not answered, they should pray again.10  This is

because God’s silence thus far does not deserve despair.  We cannot fathom just how busy God

is or is not, nor can we pretend to understand why God answers some prayers and not others.

Thus we should never stop our prayers when we do not receive instant gratification.

To support his claim, R. Chama bar Chanina cites this verse from Psalms 27, which

reads:
:v��u«v�hk  t vÀ�U �e �Œu W· C�k .´�nEt��h �u e�zE†j v¬�u Åv�hk  t vÀ�U �e

“wait for Adonai, be strong and let your heart take courage; wait for Adonai.”11  Jews read

Psalms 27 during this time of year, from the beginning of Elul through to the end of Sukkot,

primarily because the whole psalm expresses trust and confidence in God’s caring guidance.

Note that this verse says - v¬�u Åv�hk  t vÀ�U �e - using the same root as the word - vueh, - or hope.

7. Walter Mischel experiments at Stanford University in 1970 and 1985.  As described by Jonathan Haidt in The

Happiness Hypothesis, (NY: Penguin, 2006), 17ff.

8. M Avot 5.2.

9. Eikhah Rabbah 3:21; Pesikta Rabbati 21:15.

10.BT Berachot 32b.

11.Psalms 27:14.
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Hoping and waiting are intimately connected both etymologically and phenomenologically.12

Hope expresses a need or desire for something that has not yet shown up.  Its absence is

necessary, for if that thing were here in our hands, we would no longer hope for it.  There would

be no need to wait for it.  A thing must forever be absent from us to be an eternal source of hope

for us.

But our hoping should not be idle, says the rabbi.  We should not merely hope against

hope, as Paul urges in the book of Romans, and rely solely upon faith.13  Rather, we Jews are to

continue praying and doing even while we await divine response.  Persevere, be strong and

courageous, and pray again.

Yet our lives are more than praying prayers for answered prayers.  We spend our time

doing stuff.  We eat, sleep, chat, do homework, answer emails, play games, read, hike in the

woods, sit in traffic, and count sheep - among myriad other things.  These activities fill our days

and nights.  They clamor for our attention.  Some activities require discipline and others demand

relaxation.  Doing things makes our lives interesting.  We thrive on doing.

We also spend our time thinking.  We thrive on thinking, especially when we think about

marshmellows.  We think thoughts we enjoy and we think thoughts we find disgusting if not

depressing.  Sometimes we can focus on certain subjects for a long while - like, say,

marshmellows.  And sometimes our minds wander and meander freely from topic to topic,

similar to how shadows drift along like clouds.  Just as our tradition celebrates the life of the

body through rituals and discipline, so too does our tradition nourish the life of the mind by

encouraging study and conversation of things great and small.

But should we spend time thinking about everything?  As you can see in the last text, R.

Samuel bar Nahmani, following R. Yochanan, asserts that there is at least one thing over which

we would be cursed if we spent time thinking about it.  “Blasted be those who presume to

calculate the time of redemption.  For they are apt to say, ‘Since redemption has not come at our

calculated time, it will never come.’”14  Maimonides takes this curse very seriously and uses it to

prohibit calculating the advent of the Messiah or messianic era.  According to him, neither fear

nor love of God emerges from such speculation.  It is far better to wait and be faithful than waste

one’s mental faculties on this topic.15  R. Samuel bar Nahmani brings a verse from Habakuk to

back up his curse:
:r��j �t�h t¬«k t« c�h t«¬ch �F I ºkv�F �j ÆV �n �v �n �,�ho �t

“Even if the end tarries, wait for it still; for it will surely come, without delay.”16  The tarrying

we see in the end is merely a figment of our imagination, for the end will arrive precisely when it

is designed to come.17  This reminds me of Gandalf’s pithy statement: a wizard is never late, he

arrives precisely when he means to.

Samuel bar Nahmani conjectures that such speculators would say, “We await the end, but

it seems God does not wait with similar yearning.”  To retort this, Samuel brings a verse from

Isaiah, “Truly, Adonai is waiting to show you grace, truly God will arise to pardon you.”18  Rashi

12.See discussion by C. Westerman, “vue” in Theological Lexicon of the Old Testament.

13.Romans 4:18.

14.BT Sanhedrin 97b.

15.MT Melachim 12.2.

16.Habakuk 2:3.

17.Rashi at BT Sanhedrin 97b, s.v., y’chakeh adonai - that even God awaits the Messiah suggests that the Messiah’s

arrival is known exclusively to the Messiah.

18.Isaiah 30:18.
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interprets this to mean that God Godself awaits and desires the coming of the Messiah.19  What

does it mean that God waits, for what is time to an infinitely eternal deity?  Does God distinguish

a milli-second from a millenium?  And how does God wait - by indifferently watching the clouds

mosey along, by biting the metaphorical divine nails, by watching the clock in Times Square

count down and shouting out the seconds with ever greater excitement?  Is God’s time as linear

as it is for us?  Who knows.

Yet this leads to another set of questions: what does it mean for us to wait for God?  Are

we being requested by Isaiah to wait, or are we being told to wait?  What difference would that

make - as no matter what we did, whether we adhered to the righteous ways our tradition

champions or we wandered far afield, we would still need to wait until God becomes ready to

arise and give us positive attention.  You might argue, then, that there is no real reason to be

righteous, as scoundrels and tzaddikim alike must await God’s apparent laziness to attend to us.

If there were no real difference between being nasty or nice, what would hold us together in a

civilized way?  Would not anarchy ensue as we await God?

Surely Isaiah and Samuel bar Nahmani would not condone this line of reasoning lest they

risk dismantling the notion of forging a righteous nation that serves as a light unto the world.

They need to salvage the idea that moral behavior and holiness are nevertheless necessary while

we await God’s attention.  So they turn to the idea of the messianic.

Something, or someone - it is unclear in the Hebrew - delays the Messiah’s arrival.

What, or who, causes it to delay?  Borrowing from Isaiah who says, “For Adonai is a God of

justice,” the Talmud asserts that it is -  ihsv ,sn - the divine attribute of justice that prevents the

messiah’s arrival.  Think of a  court of justice wherein rewards and punishments are doled out

according to the deeds of those involved - at least, in theory this is the case.  In the case of our

lives, the divine attribute of justice that sits in judgment of us discerns that we have yet to

deserve the ultimate reward - the advent of the messianic.  Do not despair, as the case before the

court is still in session; the judge is still hearing our case.  We are still bringing forth evidence.

So why should we wait at all, the Talmud asks.  rfa kcek - To receive a reward - the reward for

waiting through waiting.  Because, as Isaiah concludes, “Happy are all who wait for God.”20

  A reward awaits those who wait with sincere yearning, but for those who wait with

skepticism and vain speculation, curses.  What the rabbi impresses upon us is that we should use

our waiting time and minds to pursue appropriate questions, not inappropriate ones.  We should

spend our efforts pursuing answers to humanly answerable questions and leave the

divinely-answerable questions alone.  Put differently and more concretely, perhaps we should

adjust our efforts so that we spend less time chasing after answers and ideas we can never attain.

Asking counterfactual historical questions such as “what if, yesterday, I had done...?” is a futile

task, for it is impossible to identify the correct answer.  Asking what the future holds is a similar

task that smacks of arrogance because it assumes that you have the capacity to prophesy.

Though you need not ignore such questions altogether, it may be helpful to avoid obsessing

about those things which you or anyone else cannot answer.  For you and I have only a limited

number of minutes in this world to think and to think hard.  So let’s spend those precious

moments on viable questions and tasks.

And speaking of tasks, one of my responsibilities as a new father is to bring as much joy

and laughter to my 11 month old son as he does to me.  Being tickled is fun, or so he says

19.Rashi at BT Sanhedrin 97b, s.v., yechakeh adonai.

20. ibid.
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through his bubbly laugh.  But even more fun is watching my fingers approach - that is hilarious.

Anticipating being tickled is more enjoyable than actually being tickled.  This is often true about

food: it looks and smells so good and the idea of it is so exciting, but the taste often falls short of

our anticipations.  Be it tickles or pickles or marshmellows, in a profound way, what we enjoy

most is anticipating it.  Let me restate that: what we enjoy most is waiting for joy.  

Obviously, we should not deny ourselves a good tickle or pickle.  Go ahead, enjoy life

while you can.  And while you are, relish the fact that you also wait for other things.  For such

things as divine answers to prayers, or enlightenment in dark moments, or satisfaction after hard

effort.  Because, as Proverbs says, “Happy is the one who listens to me, coming early to my gates

each day, waiting outside my doors.  For the one who finds me finds life and obtains favor from

Adonai.”21

So without dilly-dallying much longer, I shall conclude.  Waiting is a profoundly critical

theological, social and personal experience.  True and sincere waiting involves perseverance,

prayer, righteous behavior and viable intellectual pursuits.  Vain and idle waiting, like Jonah’s

passiveness under the gourd plant, only “rusts the soul” according to the Spanish novelist Carlos

Ruiz Zaton.22  True and sincere waiting, like divine o�h �P �t Q  r  t , germinates from and replenishes

tikvah, hope, whereas vain waiting in shadows spawns from and feeds hopelessness.   True and

sincere waiting develops an optimism that brings us daily to God’s gates to await divine

blessings.  May we have the courage to wait, truly and sincerely, during this coming year.

And, finally, my last thought on this topic, which I hope you’ll appreciate.

Wait for it...

Gamar Chatimah Tovah.

21.Proverbs 8:34-35.

22.paraphrase from Carlos Ruiz Zaton, The Shadow of the Wind, page 315.
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Waiting for...

1 Mishnah Avot 5.2.  There were ten

generations from Adam to Noah - to make

known God’s patience, for all these

generations kept provoking Him until

finally [in the days of Noah] He brought

the waters of the flood upon them.  There

were ten generations from Noah to

Abraham - to make known God’s patience,

for all these generations kept provoking

Him until our father Abraham came and

received the reward [saving] all of them.

 v �N�F �gh �sIv�k ' �j«b s �g �u o �s �t �n ,IrIs v �r �GEgo�h �P �t Q  r  t
th �c �v  J s �g ih �t�cU ih �xh �g �f �n Uh �v ,IrIS �v k�F  J 'uh�b �p�k
s �g �u �j«B �n ,IrIs v �r �GEg /kUC �N �v h �n ,  t o  vh�kEg

 v �N�F �gh �sIv�k 'o �v �r �c �to�h �P �t Q  r  tk�F  J 'uh�b �p�k 
�u o �v �r �c �t t�C  J s �g 'ih �t�cU ih �xh �g �f �n Uh �v ,IrIS �vk�C �e

r�f �G (uh�k�g):o�K)F 

2 BT Berachot 32b.  R. Hama bar Hanina

said, “If a man sees that he prays and is not

answered, he should pray again, for

Scripture says, Wait you for the Lord, be

strong and let your heart take courage;

yea, wait you for the Lord (Psalms 27:14).

kkp,va ost vtr ot :tbhbj hcrc tnj hcr rnt
 rntba kkp,hu ruzjh vbgb tkuwv kt vueezj 

u lck .nthuv kt vue/w

3 BT Sanhedrin 97b.  R. Samuel bar

Nachmani said in the name of R.

Yochanan: Blasted be the ones of those

who presume to calculate the time of

redemption.  For they are apt to say, “Since

redemption has not come at the time

expected, it will never come.”  Rather, one

must wait for it, as is said, Though it tarry,

wait for it (Habakuk 2:3).  Lest you say

“We are looking forward to its coming, but

He does not seem to,” Scripture asserts,

Truly the Lord is waiting to show you

grace, truly He will arise to pardon you

(Isaiah 30:18).  But since we look forward

to it and He also looks forward to it, what

then delays its coming?  The measure of

justice delays it.  But since the measure of

justice delays it, what point is there in our

waiting for it?  To receive reward, as is

said, Blessed are all they that wait for God

(ibid.).

jph, :i,buh hcr rnt hbnjb rc ktuna hcr rnt
ghdva iuhf :ohrnut uhva 'ihmhe hcajn ka inmg
'uk vfj tkt /tc ubht cua - tc tku .ev ,t
ubt rnt, tna /uk vfj vnvn,h ot rntba
wv vfjh ifku rnuk sunk, - vfjn ubht tuvu ihfjn
ohfjn ubta rjtn hfu /ofnjrk ourh ifku ofbbjk

 - ?cfgn hn 'vfjn tuvuihsv ,snhfu ',cfgn 
- ?ihfjn vnk ubt ',cfgn ihsv ,sna rjtn

krfa kce /uk hfuj kf hrat rntba '
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